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ABSTRACT 

Child labour retains a significant presence in the developing countries of the world. And is major concern in 

today’s fast growing world. Children by possibility or by will are engaged in economic activities. They help 

their families’ in-terms of, agricultural work, in shops, in their domestic activities especially the girls who look 

after their younger ones. If the work done by children is not always bad for them, like to continue their skilled 

work of their parents and , prepares them for their future tasks and helps to pass traditional skills from one 

generation to another. Child work comes under the permissible work and child labour comes under the 

exploitative. When the occupation in which he is engaged endangers his health and safety and is for from his 

education then it is depth of concern for whole society. Children working to support their families don’t just 

miss out on education. They also miss out the rest, play and recreation. They lose opportunities to participate in 

their community, religion, cultural activities and sports. The loss of these rights means that, in effect, many 

working children miss out on their childhood. Educating children gives the next generation the tools to fight 

poverty and prevent disease. It builds confidence, literacy and dignity. The present study reveals that education 

is a main concern to stop the child labour and it could be achieved when the wage rate of parents is high when 

they get good jobs and are not compelled by circumstances to send their children to menace of child labour. 
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I.INTRODUCTION  

Children working to support their families don’t just miss out on education. They also miss out the rest, play and 

recreation. They lose opportunities to participate in their community, religion, cultural activities and sports. The 

loss of these rights means that, in effect, many working children miss out on their childhood. Educating children 

gives the next generation the tools to fight poverty and prevent disease. It builds confidence, literacy and 

dignity. It builds a stronger foundation for the future we all share. And it’s every child’s right. 

In 2000, there were 375 million children and youth out of school. Today that number has been reduced to 263 

million. Many children who are out of school come from excluded groups. They are children from 

disadvantaged backgrounds, often girls, who live in conflict-afflicted countries, in slums and in remote 

communities, who are from ethnic minority or lower caste families, or who are disabled. Some out-of-school 

children have attended school in the past but dropped out, some will attend school in the future, and some will 

never go to school. Many who are in school are not learning the basics of reading and math. To fully address the 
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global education crisis – and reap vast social and economic rewards – equal, quality education must be made 

available to all.  

Girls are more likely than boys to be excluded from education. About 15 million girls will never have the 

opportunity to learn to read and write in primary school, compared to about 10 million boys. Across sub-

Saharan Africa, 9 million girls will never attend school, compared to 6 million boys. The gender gap is even 

wider in South Asia, where 4 out of 5 out-of-school girls will never enter the formal education system, 

compared to 2 out of 5 out-of-school boys. Children with disabilities, especially girls with disabilities, are less 

likely to start and stay in school than their peers without disabilities. This pattern is more pronounced in poorer 

countries.  

Refugee children are 5 times more likely to be out of school than non-refugee children. UNHCR estimates that 

half of refugee children and over three-quarters of refugee adolescents are not in school, compared to 9 percent 

and 16 percent of children and adolescents globally. In Lebanon, which hosts over 1 million Syrian refugees, 

over 60 percent of Syrian children more than 225,000 were not enrolled in school during the 2015/16 school 

year. 

Objectives of the Study:  

i. To know the educational status of children. 

ii.  To know the cause of child labour. 

iii. To know the reason of child labour. 

 

II.METHODOLOGY  

Field of Study: The two blocks of district Anantnag are taken as field of study because the child labour situation 

is not well defined in district Anantnag so to locate them was not easy. Sampling: To study the nature, extent 

and factors of child labour, the researcher has selected the district Anantnag for the present study. For the 

present study convenience sampling method was used. 150 respondents were analyzed in the present study. The 

study was carried out in Anantnag district of Jammu and Kashmir. 

 

III.METHOD OF DATA COLLECTION 

The primary and secondary data was used in the present study. Primary data was collected by Interview 

schedule. A well constructed Scheduled was prepared for the collection of data. In the present study main 

attention was given to study the educational level of child labour. Secondary data was collected from Statistical 

Abstracts; Articles and international Reports. 

 

IV.RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

Lack of education or poor quality education is another factor that contributes to high incidence of child labour. 

Education is considered one of the main alternatives to abolish child labour. Practically family income affects 
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children's education and poor parents cannot afford to pay for children however, children are compel to work 

and are less enrolled.  

The table 1.1 shows working distribution of child labour in the selected study area. It is pertinent from the table 

that majority of our respondents having their parents alive. Regarding main occupation of the family, majority 

of our respondents were engaged in laborer work 

Table 1.1 Educational statuses of children 

 

E d u c a t i o n a l  l e v e l S e x  w i s e  d i s t r i b u t i o n T o t a l   Percentage   

B o y s   G i r l s   

I l l i t e r a t e   3 4 1 2 4 7 4 7 . 3 3 

M i d d l e   2 9 1 0 3 9 4 2 . 6 7 

S t i l l  s t u d y i n g   8 7 1 5 1 0 

T o t a l   7 1 2 9 1 0 0 1 0 0 

 

Educational status of child workers shows that 47.33% of child workers are illiterate. 42.67 % had reach to 

middle level education. And only 10% are those who still manage to continue their study in this group of 

children they do the seasonal work like nut picking, and work during seasonal tourism season, they work for few 

months and also they continue their study. 

Several studies and international organizations such as ILO UNICEF, UNESCO and World Bank have 

confirmed that education can reduce child labour (Kruger,2007).  

According to Budhwani. (2004) and Bhat. (2009) education can be significant for development, for example 

education can make children develop and learn resulting in intelligent societies in the future, besides education 

can provide skilled workers. Also, education can improve children’s life both for themselves and their families. 

Besides, well educated children can learn how to be grateful to society and be likely to be charitable in the 

future when they grow up.  

According to Khan (2007) children who lack education or drop out of their school, usually lack knowledge and 

are more vulnerable to exploitation. As a result they become uneducated or unskilled labour. A number of 

agencies such as IPEC-ILO, UNICEF, UNESCO and World Bank are fighting against child labour by trying to 

provide access to education to all children (UNICEF, UNESCO, 2008). They consider that education is a first a 

priority. Thus UNICEF is working with other aid agencies, governments and UN agencies to meet the UN 

Millennium Development Goals by 2015 to ensure primary education to all children. Today many countries 

have already achieved the goal of universal primary education. But, the progress is still very slow in low income 

countries, for example in Sub-Saharan Africa.  
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Table 1.2 Reason for work 

R e a s o n   N o .  o f  w o r k e r s   P e r c e n t a g e   

P o v e r t y   5 8 5 7 . 3 4 

D e a t h  o f  f a t h e r   0 4 5 . 3 3 

B y  P a r e n t s  w i l l 1 7 1 4 . 6 7 

Poor performance in school 2 1 2 2 . 6 6   

T o t a l   1 0 0 1 0 0 

 

Data regarding reason for work from the children’s perspective is clearly shows the poverty is the main cause 

for child labour in study area which comprises the highest number of percentage, 57%. They were initially 

involved in school education but soon they left school and start working. 5.33% were found those who lost their 

fathers and they don’t have elders one’s and they were compelled to work. After that 14.67% were those who 

were send for work by their parents. And 22.66% were those who were poor in reading and they left school and 

their parents send them to work. 

At the end it was observed that child labour is present in the study area covertly. Many children are involved in 

doing different types of works for their survival, they help their parents economically. Because their parents do 

not effort good financial support to their families, as they do not get the good working options throughout year. 

Most of the families of survived area were living in hilly areas where the geographical location does not allow 

them to continue work throughout year due to the snowing. Another major problem is that difficulty is inherent 

fact that children working in rural areas, in urban informal sector and in domestic service are not readily visible. 

An integrated and effective measure to save children from hazardous or abuse should, therefore, begin by 

exploring the invisible visible. As long as child labour is part of the harsh reality that makes good economic 

sense, the conditions for change will not be met. 

 

V.THE IMPACT OF CHILD LABOUR ON EDUCATIONAL ACHIEVEMENT  

Both of these organizations, the Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC) education and two ILO 

conventions, the Minimum Age Convention (No. 138, 1973) and the Worst Forms of Child Labour Convention 

(No. 182, 1999) cover child labour and their right to education. ILO stated that education has a large 

contribution in abolishing child labour and good quality education is a useful tool in prevention of child labour 

(ILO, 2004). 

It is revealed in different reports that with the high rate of education we find the less proportion of engagement 

of child labour and in the less literacy rate we found high percentage of child labour. This is corroborated by a 

recent survey (The Public report on Basic Education – PROBE) in the four of the poorest and most child labour 

endemic states Bihar, Uttar Pradesh, Rajasthan and Madhya Pradesh. But in another comparative study of state 
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of Kerala and Uttar Pradesh disregard the claim that it is predominantly poverty that prevents the poor from 

sending their children to school. In both states the proportion of people living below the poverty line is around 

45%. Nevertheless Kerala has an average literacy rate of 90% whereas in Uttar Pradesh this figure is around 

40%. In the study area the educational level as per census 2011 is 62.69%. 

 

Suggestions  

1. There is dreadful need to impart education to the child workers. Though child workers cannot attend normal 

school during the usual school hours, the only alternative is to provide them some agency of education at the 

time when they are free. There should be special schemes for development of socially and educationally 

disadvantaged groups of the society. 

2. The dropouts who attain the little high age were seen shy to go school after the big gap so there should be 

alternative to teach them in their vacant hours. Special schemes should be imparted for them to avail the 

education.   

3. Governmental and non-governmental organizations should organize awareness programmes regarding the 

consequences of child labour and motivate common people, village heads, teachers and other employers, 

senior citizens, etc. and seek their cooperation in respective areas to serve the purpose. 

4. Media should play its role in generating awareness among the people regarding the up-liftment and 

betterment of socially, economically and educationally backward communities by providing them 

information regarding various programmes and schemes launched by the government for their up-liftment. 

5.  Attractive and free pre and primary school education system is necessary to attract children towards 

education instead of work and income. Community based school extension programme, i.e. to make people 

aware of benefits and necessity of education, to encourage and convince children to go to schools is 

essential, etc. 

6. Non-governmental organizations (NGOs) and other related agencies have to play vital role to make aware 

the down-trodden communities regarding the rights of children and harmful effects of child labour. 

7. Government should take up steps and consult scholars, academicians, planners belonging to different streams 

in order to frame policies about the future and overall development of these unfortunate children. 

 

 

VI.CONCLUSION 

So to conclude the present study on child labour, it was clear from the above illustration that child was present 

in District and the economic necessities become the hurdles for the children while attaining their basic 

education. The parents were not able to provide basic necessities for their children, so they send their children to 

meet the economic problem of their family. So to attain and uplift the educational level of children it is 

necessary to increase the wage of adults of the study area so they can manage the education of their children in 
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the schools. It is need of concern for the Govt. to look into the grave matter and suggest the major policies for 

the children to make them available in schools.  
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